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Abstract

Given a corpus of news items consisting of images accompanied by text captions,
we want to find out “who’s doing what”, i.e. associate names and action verbs in
the captions to the face and body pose of the persons in the images. We present
a joint model for simultaneously solving the image-captioncorrespondences and
learning visual appearance models for the face and pose classes occurring in the
corpus. These models can then be used to recognize people andactions in novel
images without captions. We demonstrate experimentally that our joint ‘face and
pose’ model solves the correspondence problem better than earlier models cover-
ing only the face, and that it can perform recognition of new uncaptioned images.

1 Introduction
A huge amount of images with accompanying text captions are available on the Internet. Websites
selling various items such as houses and clothing provide photographs of their products along with
concise descriptions. Online newspapers1 have pictures illustrating events and comment them in
the caption. These news websites are very popular because people are interested in other people,
especially if they are famous (figure 1). Exploiting the associations between images and text hidden
in this wealth of data can lead to a virtually infinite source of annotations from which to learn visual
models without explicit manual intervention.

The learned models could then be used in a variety of ComputerVision applications, including face
recognition, image search engines, and to annotate new images for which no caption is available.
Moreover, recovering image-text associations is useful for auto-annotating a closed corpus of data,
e.g. for users of news website to see “who’s in the picture” [6], or to search for images where a
certain person does a certain thing.

Previous works on news items has focused on associating names in the captions to faces in the im-
ages [5, 6, 16, 21]. This is difficult due to thecorrespondence ambiguityproblem: multiple persons
appear in the image and the caption. Moreover, persons in theimage are not always mentioned in the
caption, and not all names in the caption appear in the image.The techniques tackle the correspon-
dence problem by exploiting the fact that different images show different combinations of persons.
As a result, these methods work well for frequently occurring persons (typical for famous people)
appearing in dataset with thousands of news items.

In this paper we propose to go beyond the above works, by modeling bothnamesandaction verbs
jointly. These correspond tofacesandbody posesin the images (figure 3). The connections be-
tween the subject (name) and verb in a caption can be found by well established language analysis
techniques [1, 8]. Essentially, by considering the subject-verb language construct, we generalize the
“who’s in the picture” line of works to “who’s doing what”. Wepresent a new generative model
where the observed variables are names and verbs in the caption as well as detected persons in the
image. The image-caption correspondences are carried by latent variables, while the visual appear-
ance of face and pose classes corresponding to different names and verbs are model parameters.

∗To appear in Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 22 (NIPS09), MIT Press, Dec, 2009
1www.daylife.com, news.yahoo.com, news.google.com
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(a) Four sets ...Roger Federer prepares
to hit a backhand in a quarter-final match
with Andy Roddick at the US Open.

(b) US Democratic presidential candidate SenatorBarack
Obama waves to supporters together with his wifeMichelle
Obama standing beside him at his North Carolina and In-
diana primary election night rally in Raleigh.

Figure 1:Examples of image-caption pairs in our dataset. The face andupper body of the persons in the image
are marked by bounding-boxes. We stress a caption might contain names and/or verbs not visible in the image,
and vice versa.

During learning, we simultaneously solve for the correspondence and learn the appearance models.
In our joint model, the correspondence ambiguity is reducedbecause the face and pose information
help each other. For example, in figure 1b, knowing what ‘waves’ means would reveal who of the
two imaged persons is Obama. The other way around, knowing who is Obama would deliver a
visual example for the ‘waving’ pose.

We show experimentally that (i) our joint ‘face and pose’ model solves the correspondence problem
better than simpler models covering either face or pose alone; (ii) the learned model can be used to
effectively annotate new images with or without captions; (iii) our model with face alone performs
better than the existing face-only methods based on Gaussian mixture appearance models.

Related works. This paper is most closely related to works on associating names and faces, which
we discussed above. There exist also works on associating nouns to image regions [2, 3, 10], starting
from images annotated with a list of nouns indicating the objects it contains (typical datasets contain
natural scenes and objects such as ‘water’ and ‘tiger’). A recent work in this line is that of Gupta
and Davis [17], who model prepositions in addition to nouns (e.g. ‘bear in water’, ‘car on street’).
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work on jointly modeling names and verbs.

2 Generative model for faces and body poses
The news item corpus used to train our face and pose model consists of still images of person(s)
performing some action(s). Each image is annotated with a caption describing “who’s doing what”
in the image (figure 1). Some names from the caption might not appear in the image, and vice-
versa some imaged persons might not be mentioned in the caption. The basic units in our model
are persons in the image, consisting of their face and upper body. Our system automatically detects
them by bounding-boxes in the image using a face detector [23] and an upper body detector [14].
In the rest of the paper, we say “person” to indicate a detected face and the upper body associated
with it (including false positive detections). A face and anupper-body are considered to belong to
the same person if the face lies near the center of the upper body bounding-box. For each person,
we obtain a pose estimate using [11] (figure 3(right)). In addition to these image features, we use
a language parser [1, 8] to extract a set of name-verb pairs from each caption. Our goals are to:
(i) associate the persons in the images to the name-verb pairs in the captions, and (ii) learn visual
appearance models corresponding to names and verbs. These can then be used for recognition on
new images with or without caption. Learning in our model canbe seen as a constrained clustering
problem [4, 24, 25].

2.1 Generative model
We start by describing how our generative model explains theimage-caption data (figure 2). The
notation is summarized in Table I. Suppose we have a collection of documentsD = {D1, . . . , DM}
with each documentDi consisting of an imageIi and its captionCi. These captions implicitly
provide the labels of the person(s)’ name(s) and pose(s) in the corresponding images. For each
captionCi, we consider only the name-verb pairsn

i returned by a language parser [1, 8] and ignore
other words. We make the same assumptions as for the name-face problem [5, 6, 16, 21] that the
labels can only come from the name-verb pairs in the captionsor null (for persons not mentioned
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M : Number of documents inD (image-caption pairs) D = {Di}i=M
i=1

= {Ii, Ci}i=M
i=1

P i: Number of detected persons in imageIi Ii,p: pth person in imageIi

W i: Number of name-verb pairs in captionCi Ii,p = (Ii,p

face, Ii,p
pose)

Y : Latent variables encoding the true assignments

Y i: Y i = (yi,1, . . . , yi,Pi
), yi,p is the assignment of thepth person inith image

A
i: Set of possible assignments for documenti A

i = {ai
1
, . . . , ai

Li}

Li: Number of possible assignments for documentDi

ai
l : lth assignmentai

l = {a
i,1

l
, . . . , a

i,Pi

l
}, wherea

i,p

l
is the label for thepth person

Θ: Appearance models for face and pose classes Θ = (θname, θverb)

V : Number of different verbs θverb = (θ1

verb, . . . , θV
verb, βverb)

U : Number of different names θname = (θ1

name, . . . , θU
name, βname)

θk: Sets of class representative vectors for classk µk
r : a representative vector for classk

θv
verb = {µv,1

pose, . . . , µv,Rv

pose } θu
name = {µ

u,1

face , . . . , µ
u,Ru

face }

Table I: The mathematical notation used in the paper
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Figure 2: Graphical
plate representation of
the generative model.

in the caption). Based on this, we generate the set of all possible assignmentsAi from then
i in

Ci (see section 2.4 for details). Hence, we replace the captions by the sets of possible assignments
A = {A1, . . . , AM}. Let Y = {Y 1, . . . , Y M} be latent variables encoding the true assignments
(i.e. name/verb labels for the faces/poses), andY i = (yi,1, . . . , yi,P i

) be the assignment for theP i

persons in theith image. Eachyi,p = (yi,p
face, y

i,p
pose) is a pair of indices defining the assignment of

a person’s face to a name and pose to a verb. These take on values from the set of name indices
{1, . . . , U, null}, and verb indices{1, . . . , V, null}. N/V is the number of different names/verbs
over all the captions andnull represents unknown names/verbs and false positive person detections.

Document collection likelihood. Assuming independence between documents, the likelihood of
the whole document collection is

P (I ,Y ,A|Θ) =
M
Y

i=1

P (Ii
, Y

i
, A

i|Θ) =
M
Y

i=1

P (Ii|Y i
, A

i
,Θ)P (Y i|Ai

,Θ)P (Ai|Θ) (1)

whereΘ are the model parameters explaining the visual appearance of the persons’ faces and poses
in the images. Therefore, equation (1) can be written as

∏

P (Ii|Y i,Θ)P (Y i|Ai)P (Ai). The goal
of learning is to find the parametersΘ and the labelsY that maximize the likelihood. Below we
focus onP (Ii|Y i,Θ), and then defineP (Y i|Ai) andP (Ai) in section 2.4.

Image likelihood. The basic image units in our model are persons. Assuming independence be-
tween multiple persons in an image, the likelihood of an image can be expressed as the product over
the likelihood of each person:

P (Ii|Y i,Θ) =
∏

Ii,p∈Ii

P (Ii,p|yi,p,Θ) (2)

whereyi,p define the name-verb indices of thepth person in the image. A personIi,p = (Ii,p
face, I

i,p
pose)

is represented by the appearance of her faceIi,p
face and poseIi,p

pose. Assuming independence between
the face and pose appearance of a person, the conditional probability for the appearance of thepth
person in imageIi given the latent variableyi,p is:

P (Ii,p|yi,p,Θ) = P (Ii,p
face|y

i,p
face, θname)P (Ii,p

pose|y
i,p
pose, θverb) (3)

whereΘ = (θname, θverb) are the appearance models associated with the various namesand verbs.
Eachθv

verb in θverb = (θ1
verb, . . . , θ

V
verb, βverb) is a set of representative vectors modeling the variability

within the pose class corresponding to a verbv. For example, the verb “serve” in tennis could
correspond to different poses such as holding the ball on theracket, tossing the ball and hitting it.
Analogously,θu

namemodels the variability within the face class correspondingto a nameu.

2.2 Face and pose descriptors and similarity measures
After detecting faces from the images with the multi-view algorithm [23], we use [12] to detect nine
distinctive feature points within the face bounding box (figure 3(left)). Each feature is represented by
SIFT descriptors [18], and their concatenation gives the overall descriptor vector for the face. We use
the cosine as a naturally normalized similarity measure between two face descriptors:simface(a, b) =

aT b
‖a‖ ‖b‖ . The distance between two faces isdistface(a, b) = 1 − simcos(a, b).
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Figure 3: Example images with facial features and pose estimates superimposed. Left Facial features (left
and right corners of each eye, two nostrils, tip of the nose, and the left and right corners of the mouth) located
using [12] in the detected face bounding-box.Right Example estimated poses corresponding to verbs: “hit
backhand”, “shake hands” and “hold”. Red indicates torso, blue upper arms, green lower arms and head.
Brighter pixels are more likely to belong to a part. Color planes are added up, so that yellow indicates overlap
between lower-arm and torso, purple between upper-arm and torso, and so on (best viewed in color).

We use [14] to detect upper-bodies and [11] to estimate theirpose. A poseE consists of a distri-
bution over the position (x, y and orientation) for each of6 body parts (head, torso, upper/lower
left/right arms). The pose estimator factors out variations due to clothing and background, soE
conveys purely spatial arrangements of body parts. We derive three relatively low-dimensional pose
descriptors fromE, as proposed in [13]. These descriptors represent pose in different ways, such as
the relative position between pairs of body parts, and part-specific soft-segmentations of the image
(i.e. the probability of pixels as belonging to a part). We refer to [13, 11] for more details and the
similarity measure associated with each descriptor. We normalize the range of each similarity to
[0, 1], and denote their average assimpose(a, b). The final distance between two posesa, b used in
the rest of this paper isdistpose(a, b) = 1 − simpose(a, b).

2.3 Appearance model
The appearance model for a pose class (corresponding to a verb) is defined as:

P (Ii,p
pose|y

i,p
pose, θverb) =

∑

k∈{1,...,V,null}

δ(yi,p
pose, k) · P (Ii,p

pose|θ
k
verb) (4)

whereθk
verb are the parameters of thekth pose class (orβverb if k = null). The indicator function

δ(yi,p
pose, k) = 1 if yi,p

pose = k andδ(yi,p
pose, k) = 0 otherwise. We only explain here the model for a

pose class, as the face model is derived analogously.

How to model the conditional probabilityP (Ii,p
pose|θk

verb) is a key ingredient for the success of our
approach. Some previous works on names-faces used a Gaussian mixture model [6, 21]: each name
is associated with a Gaussian density, plus an additional Gaussian to model thenull class. Using
functions of the exponential family like a Gaussian simplifies computations. However, a Gaussian
may restrict the representative power of the appearance model. Problems such as face and pose
recognition are particularly challenging because they involve complex non-Gaussian multimodal
distributions. Figure 3(right) shows a few examples of the variance within the pose class for a verb.
Moreover, we cannot easily employ existing pose similaritymeasures [13]. Therefore, we represent
the conditional probability using a exemplar-based likelihood function:

P (Ii,p
pose|θ

k
verb) =

{

1
Zθverb

e−dpose(I
i,p
pose,θ

k
verb) if k ∈ {known verbs}

1
Zθverb

e−βverb if k = null
(5)

whereZθverb
is the normalizer anddpose is the distance between the pose descriptorIi,p

pose and its

closest class representative vectorµk
r ∈ θk

verb = {µk,1
pose, . . . , µ

k,Rk

pose}, where Rk is the number of
representative poses for verbk. The likelihood depends on the model parametersθk

verb, and the
distance functiondpose. The scalarβverb represents thenull model, thus poses assigned tonull have
likelihood 1

Zθverb
e−βverb. It is important to have thisnull model, as some detected persons might not

correspond to any verb in the caption or they might be false detections. By generalizing the similarity
measuresimpose(a, b) as a kernel productK(a, b) = φ(a) · φ(b), the distance from a vectora to the
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sample center vectorµk
r can be written similarly as in the weighted kernel k-means method [9]:

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

φ(a) −
Σb∈πk

r
w(b)φ(b)

Σb∈πk
r
w(b)

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

2

= K(a, a) −
2Σb∈πk

r
w(b)k(a, b)

Σb∈πk
r
w(b)

+
Σb,d∈πk

r
w(b)w(d)k(b, d)

(Σb∈πk
r
w(b))2

(6)

The center vectorµk
r is defined as

(

Σb∈πk
r
w(b)φ(b)

)

/
(

Σb∈πk
r
w(b)

)

, whereπ
k
r is the cluster of

vectors assigned toµk
r , andw(b) is the weight for each pointb, representing the likelihood thatb

belongs to the class ofµk
r (as in equation (11)). This formulation can be considered asa modified

version of the k-means [19] clustering algorithm. The number of centersRk can vary for different
verbs, depending on the distribution of the data and the number of samples. As we are interested
only in computing the distance betweenµk

r and each data point, and not in the explicit value ofµk
r ,

the only term that needs to be computed in equation (6) is the second (the third term is constant for
each assignedµk

r ).

2.4 Name-verb assignments
The name-verb pairsni for a document are observed in its captionCi. We derive from them the set
of all possible assignmentsAi = {ai

1, . . . , a
i
Li
} of name-verb pairs to persons in the image. The

number of possible assignmentsLi depends both on the number of persons and of name-verb pairs.
As opposed to the standard matching problem, here the assignments have to take into accountnull.
Moreover, we have the same constraints as in the name-face problem [6]: a person can be assigned
to at most one name-verb pair, and vice-versa. Therefore, given a document withP i persons and

W i name-verb pairs, the number of possible assignments isLi =
∑min(P i,W i)

j=0

(

P i

j

)

·
(

W i

j

)

, where
j is the number of persons assigned to a name-verb pair insteadof null. Even by imposing the
above constraints, this number grows rapidly withP i andW i. However, since different assignments
share many common sub-assignments, the number of unique likelihood computations is much lower,
namelyP i · (W i + 1). Thus, we can evaluate all possible assignments for an imageefficiently.
Although certain assignments are unlikely to happen (e.g. all persons are assigned tonull), here we
use an uniform prior over all assignments, i.e.P (ai

l) = 1/Li. Since the true assignmentY i can
only come fromA

i, we define the conditional probability over the latent variablesY i as:

P (Y i|Ai) =

{

1/Li if Y i ∈ A
i

0 otherwise
(7)

The latent assignmentY i play the role of the annotations necessary for learning appearance models.

3 Learning the model
The task of learning is to find the model parametersΘ and the assignmentsY which maximize
the likelihood of the complete dataset{I, Y ,A}. The joint probability of{I, Y ,A} givenΘ from
equation (1) can be written as

P (I, Y ,A|Θ) =

M
∏

i=1



P (Y i|Ai)P (Ai)

P i

∏

p=1

P (Ii,p
face|y

i,p
face, θname)P (Ii,p

pose|y
i,p
pose, θverb)



 (8)

Maximizing the log of this joint likelihood is equivalent tominimizing the following clustering
objective function over the latent variablesY and parametersΘ:

J =
∑

i,p,y
i,p
face 6=null

dface(I
i,p
face, θ

y
i,p

face
name) +

∑

i,p,y
i,p
face=null

βname+
∑

i,p,y
i,p
pose6=null

dpose(I
i,p
pose, θ

yi,p
pose

verb)

+
∑

i,p,y
i,p
pose=null

βverb−
∑

i

(logP (Y i|Ai) + logP (Ai)) +
∑

i,p

(logZθname + logZθverb)
(9)

Thus, to minimizeJ , each latent variableY i must belong to the set of possible assignmentsA
i. If

Y would be known, the cluster centersµ ∈ θname, µ ∈ θverb which minimizeJ could be determined
uniquely (given also the number of class centersR). However, it is difficult to setR before seeing
the data. In our implementation, we determine the centers approximately using the data points and
their K nearest neighbors. Since estimating the normalization constantsZθname andZθverb is compu-
tationally expensive, we make an approximation by considering them as constant in the clustering
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Figure 4:Left. Comparison of different models under different setups: using the manually annotated name-
verb pairs (ground-truth); using the Named Entity detector and language parser (automated); and using the
more difficult subset (multiple). The accuracy for name (Name Ass.) and verb (Verb Ass.) assignments
are reported separately.GMM Facerefers to the face-only model using GMM appearance models, as in [6].
Right. Comparison of precision and recall for 10 individuals using the stripped-down face only model, and our
face+pose model. The reported results are based on automatically parsed captions for learning.

process (i.e. drop their terms fromJ ). In our experiments, this did not significantly affect the
results, as also noted in several other works (e.g. [4]).

Since the assignmentsY are unknown, we use a generalized EM procedure [7, 22] for simultane-
ously learning the parametersΘ and solving the correspondence problem (i.e. findY ):

Input. DataD; hyper-parametersβname, βverb, K

1. Initialization. We start by computing the distance matrix between faces/poses from images
sharing some name/verb in the caption. Next we initializeΘ using all documents inD. For each
different name/verb, we select all captions containing only this name/verb. If the corresponding
images contain only one person, their faces/poses are used to initialize the center vectorsθk

name/θ
k
verb.

The center vectors are found approximately using each data point and theirK nearest neighbors
of the same name/verb class. If a name/verb only appears in captions with multiple names/verbs
or if the corresponding images always contain multiple persons (e.g. verbs like “shake hand”),
we randomly assign the name/verb to any face/pose in each image. The center vectors are then
initialized using these data points. The initial weightsw for all data points are set to one (equation 6).

This step yields an initial estimate of the model parametersΘ. We refine the parameters and assign-
ments by repeating the following EM-steps until convergence.

2. E-step. Compute the labelsY using the parametersΘold from the previous iteration

arg max
Y

P (Y |I,A,Θold) ∝ argmax
Y

P (I|Y ,Θold)P (Y |A) (10)

3. M-step. Given the labelsY , updateΘ so as to minimizeJ (i.e. update the cluster centersµ).
Our algorithm assigns each point to exactly one cluster. Each pointIi,p in a cluster is given a weight

wi,p

Y i =
P (Y i|Ii,p, Ai, Θ)

∑

Y j∈Ai P (Y j |Ii,p, Ai, Θ)
(11)

which represents the likelihood thatIi,p
face and Ii,p

pose belong to the name and verb defined byY i.
Therefore, faces and poses from images with many detectionshave a lower weights and contribute
less to the cluster centers, reflecting the larger uncertainty in their assignments.

4 Experiments and conclusions
Datasets There are datasets of news image-caption pairs such as thosein [6, 16]. Unfortunately,
these datasets are not suitable in our scenario for two reasons. Faces often occupy most of the image
so the body pose is not visible. Second, the captions frequently describe the event at an abstract
level, rather than using a verb to describe the actions of thepersons in the image (compare figure 1
to the figures in [6, 16]). Therefore, we collected a new dataset 2 by querying Google-images using

2We released this dataset online athttp://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/∼ferrari
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C:
R. Nadal - clench fist K. Garnett - hold J. Jankovic - serve J. Jankovic - hold R. Nadal - null
E. Gulbis - null Celtics - null M. Bartoli - null D. Safina - null R. Federer - hit forehand

F:: E. Gulbis Celtics null D. Safina R. Nadal; null
FP: R. Nadal K. Garnett J. Jankovic J. Jankovic R. Federer; null

C:
V. Williams - hit backhand R. Nadal - hit forehand C. Clinton -clap N. Sarkozy - embrace Hu Jintao - Wave
S. Williams - hold B. Clinton - kiss Brian Cowen - null R. Venables - wave

H. Clinton - kiss

F:: V. Williams null C. Clinton Brian Cowen null
FP: S. Williams R. Nadal null N. Sarkozy Hu Jintao

C:
Hu Jintao - shake hands Hu Jintao - shake hands A. Garcia - toast A. Merkel - gesture Hu Jintao - shake hands
J. Chirac - shake hands N. Sarkozy - shake hands A. Merkel - drink K. Bakjyev - shake hands

Kyrgyzstan - null

F:: null;null;null null;Hu Jintao A. Merkel null;null;A. Merkel Hu Jintao;null
FP: null;null;Hu Jintao N. Sarkozy; Hu Jintao A. Garcia A. Merkel;null;null; Hu Jintao;K. Bakjyev

Figure 5:Examples of when modeling pose improves the results at learning time. Below the images we report
the name-verb pairs (C) from the caption as returned by the automatic parser and compare the association
recovered by a model using only faces (F) and using both faces and poses (FP). The assigned names (left to
right) correspond to the detected face bounding-boxes (left to right).
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M.Sharapova

NULL

Figure 6:Recognition results on images without text captions (usingmodels learned from automatically parsed
captions).Left compares face annotation using different models and scenarios (see main text);Right shows a
few examples of the labels predicted by the joint face and pose model (without using captions).

a combination of names and verbs (from sports and social interactions), corresponding to distinct
upper body poses. An example query is “Barack Obama” + “shakehands”. Our dataset contains
1610 images, each with at least one person whose face occupies less than 5% of the image, and with
the accompanying snippet of text returned by Google-images. External annotators were asked to
extend these snippets into realistic captions when necessary, with varied long sentences, mentioning
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the action of the persons in the image as well as names/verbs not appearing in the image (as ‘noise’,
figure 1). Moreover, they also annotated the ground-truth name-verb pairs mentioned in the captions
as well as the location of the target persons in the images, enabling to evaluate results quantitatively.
In total the ground-truth consists of 2627 name-verb pairs.In our experiments we only consider
names and verbs occurring in at least 3 captions for a name, and 20 captions for a verb. This leaves
69 names corresponding to 69 face classes and 20 verbs corresponding to 20 pose classes.

We used an open source Named Entity recognizer [1] to detect names in the captions and a language
parser [8] to find name-verbs pairs (or name-null if the language parser could not find a verb as-
sociated with a name). By using simple stemming rules, the same verb under different tenses and
possessive adjectives was merged together. For instance “shake their hands”, “is shaking hands” and
“shakes hands” all correspond to the action verb “shake hands”. In total, the algorithms achieves
precision85.5% and recall68.8% on our dataset over the ground-truth name-verb pair. By discard-
ing infrequent names and verbs as explained above, we retain85 names and20 verbs to be learned by
our model (recall that some of these are false positives rather than actual person names and verbs).

Results for learning The learning algorithm takes about five iterations to converge. We compare
experimentally our face and pose model to stripped-down versions using only face or pose informa-
tion. For comparison, we also implement the constrained mixture model [6] described in section 2.3.
Although [6] also originally incorporates also a language model of the caption, we discard it here
so that both methods use the same amount of information. We run the experiments in three setups:
(a) using the ground-truth name-verb annotations from the captions; (b) using the name-verb pairs
automatically extracted by the language parser; (c) similar as (b) but only on documents with multi-
ple persons in the image or multiple name-verb pairs in the caption. These setups are progressively
more difficult, as (b) has more noisy name-verb pairs, and (c)has no documents with a single name
and person, where our initialization is very reliable.

Figure 4(left) compares the accuracy achieved by differentmodels on these setups. The accuracy is
defined as the percentage of correct assignments over all detected persons, including assignments to
null, as in [5, 16]. As the figure shows, our joint ‘face and pose’ model outperforms both models
using face or pose alone in all setups. Both the annotation offacesandposes improve, demonstrating
they help each otherwhen successfully integrated by our model. This is the main point of the
paper. Figure 4(right) shows improvements on precision andrecall over models using faces or poses
alone. As a second point, our model with face alone also outperforms the baseline approach using
Gaussian mixture appearance models (e.g. used in [6]). Figure 5 shows a few examples of how
including pose improves the learning results and solve someof the correspondence ambiguities.
Improvements happen mainly in three situations: (a) when there are multiple names in a caption, as
not all names in the captions are associated to action verbs (figure 1(a) and figure 5(top)); (b) when
there are multiple persons in an image, because the pose disambiguates the assignment (figure 1(b)
and figure 5(bottom)) and (c) when there are false detections, rare faces or faces at viewpoints
different than frontal (i.e. where face recognition works less well, e.g. figure 5(middle)).

Results for recognition Once the model is learned, we can use it to recognize “who’s doing what”
in novel images with or without captions. We collected a new set of 100 images and captions from
Google-images using five keywords based on names and verbs from the training dataset. We evaluate
the learned model in two scenarios: (a) the test data consists of images and captions. Here we run
inference on the model, recovering the best assignmentY from the set of possible assignments
generated from the captions; (b) the same test images are used but the captions are not given, so
the problem degenerates to a standard face and pose recognition task. Figure 6(left) reports face
annotation accuracy for three methods using captions (scenario (a)): (⋄) a baseline which randomly
assigns a name (ornull) from the caption to each face in the image; (x) our face and pose model; (�)
our model using only faces. The figure also shows results for scenario (b), where our full model tries
to recognize faces (+) and poses (△) in the test images without captions. On scenario (a) all models
outperform the baseline, and our joint face and pose model improves significantly on the face-only
model for all keywords, especially when there are multiple persons in the image.

Conclusions. We present an approach for the joint modeling of faces and poses in images and
their association to names and action verbs in accompanyingtext captions. Experimental results
show that our joint model performs better than face-only models both in solving the image-caption
correspondence problem on the training data, and in annotating new images. Future work aims at
incorporating an effective web crawler and html/language parsing tools to harvest image-caption
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pairs from the internet fully automatically. Other techniques such as learning distance functions [4,
15, 20] may also be incorporated during learning to improve recognition results.
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